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Slamgeesh Sampling Weir Infrastructure Improvements 
 
 

Introduction  
 

The Slamgeesh River (Watershed Code: 400-705300) is a fifth order stream with a drainage area 

of 606.6 km2 about 160 km north of Hazelton, British Columbia. A majority of its salmon spawn 

above Slamgeesh Lake in upper Damshilgwet Creek (Watershed Code: 400-705300-42200) 

which is a northern tributary of the Slamgeesh River. Enumeration provided by the Slamgeesh 

Salmon Project provides the only reliable counts of adult and smolt coho and sockeye numbers 

from the Skeena watershed above the Babine River. Extremely low sockeye returns in 2008 and 

2009 raise survival concerns. The 2014 field season will marked the 14th year the Slamgeesh 

Salmon Program has been in operation.  

 

In 2014 we designed and constructed improvements to the infrastructure used to sample 

Slamgeesh coho and sockeye.  Repairs and upgrading of sampling infrastructure is important to 

long term operations at this remote research site. The smolt fykes, crucial to the smolt 

enumeration operations, received needed maintenance. Adult fish live box upgrades will provide 

sampling alternatives during the adult sockeye escapement that require less handling, similar to 

other weir sites in the region. The improvements outlined below support optimal survival during 

enumeration and ensure accurate data collection. 

 

New Smolt Fyke Trap Ends 
 

The outflow sections of both smolt fyke traps were replaced. Welds replaced riveting, ensuring 

smooth internal passage for smolts and a lasting structure. The heavier gauge material used will 

be more resistant to damage. The trap outlets can now be bolted to the fykes creating a 

removable option for installation efficiency. These improved traps are in use for the 2015 

Slamgeesh smolt program (Figure 1). 

            . 
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  Figure 1. Left: old fyke end – trap #2. Right: New fyke outflow sections. 

 

 

One of our technicians that is part of the housegroup of this traditional territory is also a welder 

and was able to receive further employment to construct the fyke ends. His familiarity with the 

project was an asset. As proposed, after the 2014 smolt program the old traps were flown out and 

used as a template to create improved structures. The new trap ends were flown into camp and 

the end of the adult season. Our welding technician also came up with a plan to weld dollies in 

order to move the traps more easily and protect them from damage when they are rolled out of 

our shed before being hooked up to the highline over our fence. Being a remote camp with no 

machinery, we continue to develop unique ways to implement fence operations. Figure 2 shows 

the use of our highline while installing one of the two smolt traps. 
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Figure 2. We are putting the smolt fyke trap into place using the high-line. The floating livebox 
is shown at the outflow end. 

 

Observation Compartment 

 
Video observation trials 
 
In 2014 we installed a temporary compartment inside the current adult livebox to assess video 

observations. We delayed cutting open the back of the live box that would allow fish to flow 

through as we first wanted to evaluate the best set up and test reliability of video observations. 

The video set up we tried in August as the fish entered the live box was a good initial trial since 

fish could still be held. We found that inside the live box the distance is too limited for the 

camera and the system will take up too much of the holding space needed.  The trial of video 

observations from inside the adult live box composed of a data collection comparing video 

observations to our typical fish observations from netting the fish (Table 1) (See Figure 3 for 

photo examples from videos).  
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Figure 3. Photos of sockeye salmon in video trial, August, 2014. 

     
 

Table 1. Data observations from video trial in live box verses manual fish sampling.  
  Video Manual Video Manual Video Manual Video Manual Difference 

Fish # Sex Sex FL (cm) FL (cm) Adipose  Adipose  Coloring Coloring FL (cm) 

1 f f 67 68 unclipped unclipped light red light red -1 

2 f f 62 57 unclipped unclipped light red light red 5 

3 m m  42 43 unclipped unclipped dark light red -1 

4 f f 54 52 unclipped unclipped light red light red 2 

5 f f 60 61 unclipped unclipped light red not red -1 

6 m m 34 39 unclipped unclipped dark not red -5 

7 f f 67 62 unclipped unclipped light red red 5 

8 f f 59 54 unclipped unclipped light red red 5 

9 m m 43 43 unclipped unclipped not red not red 0 

10 m m 46 41 unclipped unclipped not red not red 5 

11 m m 39 38 unclipped unclipped not red not red 1 

 

We were able of accurately record sex and adipose fin clips from the video recordings as well as 

fork length but only within 5cm of the actual length (Table 1). A longer distance between the 

camera and ‘Plexiglas’ side wall is needed to reduce distortion. Additional lights are needed for 

any filming from dusk on.  

 
Set Up & Compartment Design 
 
During August we learned a lot about the limiting factors for a video system and the site specific 

criteria. Many lessons were also learned from other video and viewing compartments for adult 

salmon, compiled from a variety of sources including: 

� Lakelse Watershed Society, DFO members- Scully Creek Project, Terrace, B.C. 

� Dean Peard – Provincial Fisheries Biologist – Steelhead video enumeration 
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� LGL and Nisga’a Fisheries – Kwinigeese and former Zoltzap video enumeration 

� Chris Moan - Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon 

� Integrated Aqua Systems Inc. (IAS) – Vancouver, BC 

� Biotactics – Kitchener, Ontario, B.C 

 

Through the trials our designs plans were improved. Initial videos did not work at night and we 

found LED lights in addition to the camera’s infrared lighting to address this issue. Since it was 

the lowest water level on record, water flow on the livebox was recorded and a compartment off 

the upstream side of the live box designed. A photo below shows the upstream end of the live 

box that will be gated for flow through and where the compartment will be attached (Figure 4).  

                                                      
Figure 4. The downstream end of adult live box where gate and flow through compartment will 
be installed. 
 
Welding of the final design for the detachable compartment has been completed for installation 

in 2015 (Figure 5). Compartment design was discussed with Derek Kingston, welder and 

biologist with Gitanyow Fisheries Authority. The final draft was reviewed by Allen Gottesfeld, 

Skeena Fisheries Commission. Aluminum materials were purchased and the work was contracted 

out to Starcatcher Welding in Smithers, B.C. The aluminum compartment measures 38” long 

(plus a 2” connector channel, 7” deep and 20” high. The frame is one inch angle, with 12 gauge 

sheeting for the floor, perforated plate for the back wall and 4.5mm ‘Plexiglas’ for the other side 

wall and lid. There is one inch aluminum square tubing to secure the pipes that will hold it at the 
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correct height in the stream (upstream of the live box). The gates are also made from aluminum 

perforated plate. We will be ready to try out our improved infrastructure during the sockeye 

escapement in 2015.  

 

 
Figure 5. Photo of the new aluminum flow through video compartment. 
 

We would also like to try another camera at the entrance tunnel which is the fence opening that 

leads to the live box. One of the side sections as shown in figure 6 will be cut out and replaced 

with a ‘Plexiglas’ panel we have cut to size.  
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Figure 6. Entrance from adult fish fence to live box has been fitted with Plexiglas on one of the 

side panels to try a second video location. 
            
With the high volume of coho this year and risk of leakage the plan has been delayed to test the 

flow through compartment during the sockeye season in 2015 as it is designed for the sockeye 

migration. The new compartment (Figure 5) will be installed at the end of July 2015.  We believe 

the lessons learned during the 2014 season has led to a more permanent and efficient design.  

 

Video System 
 
Our initial camera system was going to come from IAS, Integrated Aquaculture Systems in 

Vancouver, B.C. Due to the modest budget we were going to use a digital video recorder 

donated from past provincial government projects. Compatibility challenges and the expense of 

sourcing the pieces of a remote, weather resistant system proved difficult.  During the field 

season we spoke with the Lakelse Salmon Society about their video enumeration project on 

Scully Creek in Terrace, B.C. which led to finding our more basic and mobile video monitoring 

system which better suited our site. The mobile Biotactic video system (Figure 7) was bought 

in consultation with Dr.Chris Blunt (www.biotactic.com).  
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Figure 7. New mobile video sampling system (left) and additional LED lighting (right) from 
Biotactic. 
 

 
 The Biotactic video system will be set up approximately 5 feet away to view lateral images 

through the Plexiglas side panel in the flow through compartment. Our metal weed catcher is 

positioned well for the camera and can provide a structure for netting off the video area so other 

fish and debris do not block the recording. The system runs on a 12 volt battery and comes with a 

viewing monitor for technicians to view on shore. The digital video recording is on SD memory 

cards which will be transferred to a backup memory device for later viewing and daily data 

recording and storage. The camera has ultra violet lights but we found we had to order additional 

LED lights for recording at night. This is important if we want to provide flow through during 

much of the natural migration timing which is at dusk or at night.  

 

Review of Costs 
 

 The main costs for the project are for contract services for welding construction and technician 

wages to make a site appropriate flow through compartment and replace the end of the smolt 

fyke traps. Other wages included design consultation and drafting. The materials include the 

aluminum stock, hardware and minor hand tools for installation. The costs of staff wages and 

equipment sourcing, training and testing of the use of the new infrastructure will be incurred by 

the annual weir program. The capital cost in this project is a basic underwater video camera and 

recording system and the additional LED lighting which came to $2,528. The indirect cost of 

10% administration includes office assistance and supplies for the contracting, shipments and 

reporting. The travel costs include one flight from our regular staging site for the transport of 

materials and new infrastructure into camp ($2500). 
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Concluding Remarks 
 

Maintenance considerations were a critical part of the design as well as having technology that 

would remain up to date and suited our needs for simple data reporting. Both structures should 

last longer than 5 years of project use.  The mobile video system has already been designed for 

transport and rough weather conditions. In 2014 we mounted new solar panels and now have 

solar panels and batteries that can be designated to the weir site. Back-up power storage and 

generator use is also available.  

 

During the two weeks in August when water temperatures peak (~20C) we quickly release 

sockeye only noting sex, adipose clips and rough size estimate if possible. Typically during 

cooler temperatures we use a trough to take scales. Environmental monitoring in 2014 displayed 

continued high water temperatures and record low water levels, which supports the need for 

developing appropriate monitoring systems during these critical periods.  
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